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ABSTRACT
The increased use of mobile technologies and smart devices in the area of health has caused great impact on the world. Health experts are increasingly taking advantage of the benefits these technologies bring, thus generating a significant improvement in health care in clinical settings and out of them. Likewise, countless ordinary users are being served from the advantages of the MHealth (Mobile Health) applications and E-Health (health care supported by ICT) to improve, help and assist their health. Applications that have had a major refuge for these users, so intuitive environment. The Internet of things is increasingly allowing to integrate devices capable of connecting to the Internet and provide information on the state of health of patients and provide information in real time to doctors who assist. It is clear that chronic diseases such as diabetes, heart and pressure among others, are remarkable in the world economic and social level problem. The aim of this article is to develop an architecture based on an ontology capable of monitoring the health and workout routine recommendations to patients with chronic disease.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today increasingly growing number of people with chronic diseases, this is due to different risk factors such as dietary habits, physical inactivity, alcohol consumption, among others. According to figures from the World Health Organization, 4.9 million people die from lung cancer from the consumption of snuff, overweight 2.6 million, 4.4 million for elevated cholesterol and 7.1 million for high blood pressure. It is said that in the next 10 years, deaths from chronic diseases will increase by 17%, which means in figures of about 64 million people. Chronic diseases are highly variable in their symptoms as well as their evolution and treatment. Some if not monitored and treated early, they can end the patient's life. Among the most common chronic diseases that can be treated and monitored are diabetes, blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmia Patients with these diseases besides having limitations in their physical condition, also often have economic, emotional and social relations problems, among others. Patients often take time to adapt and accept the reality of disease long-term because disability. Reason whereby this group of people with these diseases must have constant monitoring by your doctor to discuss the state of it and set the appropriate treatments. For many years the standard way of measuring glucose levels, blood pressure levels and heart was with traditional exams in a specialized health center. Thanks to technological advances in today there is great variety running sensor reading vital signs such as blood pressure cuff, glucometer, heart rate monitor, including electrocardiograms, which allow patients to take their vital signs daily. Although the main objective of these readers is that patients know their vital signs daily, there is reason to be second on the list of priorities when taken daily shows, and is to be stored consistently results which shed daily tests so they can be the subject of medical studies. Similarly also the readings that do permanently to patients reports, doctors recommend you also workout routines that allow them to improve the quality of life and overcome such diseases. The internet of things applied to the care and monitoring of patients is increasingly common in the health sector, seeking to improve the quality of life of people.
The concept of Internet of things is recent and is defined as the integration of all devices that connect to the network, which can be managed from the web and in turn provide information in real time, to allow interaction with people they use it. Another concept of IoT is the general idea of things, especially everyday objects, which are readable, recognizable, locatable, addressable and controllable via the Internet - either through RFID, wireless LAN, wide area network, or by other means. IoT The term itself was first mentioned by Kevin Ashton in 1998 and aims at the exchange of information. On the other hand, the Internet of things can be seen from three paradigms, which are Internet-oriented middleware, things sensors oriented and knowledge-oriented semantics. Therefore, it is appropriate, such delimitation because the interdisciplinary nature of the subject. However the usefulness of the IoT is reflected when crossing between the three paradigms in the development of applications. The Internet of Things has a number of challenges that are still working. As in the hardware layer, whose purpose is to allow the interconnection of physical objects using sensors and related technologies. The challenges associated with this layer are related to miniaturization, while today there are devices with storage, processing, internal parts should be smaller and to improve efficiency. In the case of the sensors used to measure diabetes, EKG, blood pressure, among others, are not very precise and its size is very large and consume a lot of power. Another challenge is found in the communications layer, which is tasked billion devices connected to the network, which involves improving bandwidth and the electromagnetic spectrum. Faced with the above from the application layer and services are presented countless possibilities that allow to obtain, process and recommend valuable information for patients to treatment of diseases and improve their lifestyles. According to the above, it is necessary to take advantage of the benefits that come with advances in technology such as the Internet of Things, as they have become an important medium for the transfer of data from any hardware platform, allowing full communication Person to Person (P2P) and machine to machine (M2M), to improve health care for chronic patients.

The main purpose of this work is to develop a solution based on an ontology with ability to monitor the health status and recommendations of workouts with chronic diseases architecture. This paper is organized as follows, related work, architecture developed, case study, and conclusions.

2. RELATED WORKS

The area of health in recent years has been rapidly integrating technology in the monitoring, diagnosis and treatment of patients remotely and in situ. Thus achieving to improve the quality of life of patients and greater traceability of information from them. Most studies reviewed point to a chronic disease monitoring in particular as in which are responsible for the first one monitoring sleep through gyroscope Smartphone, the second remote monitoring of vital signs and the third of a telemedical ECG system of a patient. All these systems although quite complete is your scenario, include individual problems with regard to the treatment of some diseases that affect human being in the economic and social. Is a very important way to develop a comprehensive solution where no matter what kind of disease, the type of check, the different units to be handled this can become a possible solution for sequential monitoring of these patients. Other systems have found special features which make use of their development, in the case of 15, which developed a prototype device electrocardiography, which integrated with a Smartphone for displaying results. In this system were layers below and decided to develop architectures for such systems, such as those proposed an architecture for the development of a telemedicine system applied for ECG monitoring with remote access. Within these systems can be found also see the development of some of these dedicated to patient care through telemedicine is the case that through interactive media and development of alternative technologies contribute to improved consultation and clinical monitoring, as well as some related to health care from home as who proposed a terminal for the integration of medical services from home using external sensors for measuring vital signs. Although also integrate external sensors measuring vital signs, this has linked to structural health monitoring SHM approach, under a proposed scheme to eliminate environmental effects of IoT environments. Other systems such as those proposed in are fixed in the IoT bring advantages in terms of perception, transmission and application of information in the field perspectives of health and medical care. Enabling smart, an accessible and communication system based on IoT hosting segments such as: medical equipment, information management control medication of patients, telemedicine, mobile medical care, and personal health management, among others. Some teams that were responsible for analyzing and developing
monitoring systems of diabetic patients based on IoT IPV6 with a type of connectivity, making noninvasive patients measurements with this disease, which would provide a better approach to the interpretation of these measurements were also found by the specialists in the field.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Context model

For the development of the context aware internet and integrated systems of things, there are several investigations that point of user interaction with the context. Given that there are various definitions of context that vary according to their applications in computer science and the position of the authors. According to: the context divided into three categories which correspond to:

1. Context computer (network connectivity, communication costs, communication bandwidth, and nearby resources such as printers, displays, stations).
2. Background user (user profile, location, nearby people, including the current social situation).
3. Physical context (power, noise levels, traffic conditions, temperature). They add a fourth category that involves time, because it is important time of day, the week, the season, etc. And consequently a context over a period of time; mention an additional element, the history of context. Defines the context as any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.

To model knowledge based on paradigms proposed by in the Internet of Things, there are different alternatives such as ontologies that enable sharing knowledge because they provide a formal specification of the semantics of context data, allowing different heterogeneous entities and distributed and ubiquitous mobile environments, to exchange context information of users. Ontological approaches based on the use of language OWL, improve the support of automated reasoning, allowing the representation of complex data; providing a formal semantics for context data for sharing and or integrate context from different sources; providing tools of reasoning to check the consistency of a set of relationships that describe a contextual situation. Finally, the most important, the characterization of a more abstract context from the recognition of a set of contextual data and their interrelationships, for example, recognize user activity automatically. For purposes of this investigation was implemented an ontology, which allows inferences about the behavior of context. Namely according to the patient interaction you have with the context, the system will be able to offer measurement routines of their illnesses and workouts to be carried out, based either on location, profile, time and date. The same device allows communication between machine - machine, ie (sensor - smartphone, tablet, audio) and smart phone user. In the case of machine to machine, according to the inferences made by the server and given the temporal context, the system sends information via Bluetooth audio device found in the home of the sick person, to emit a message informed where a glucose uptake which is optionally diabetic or other measurements should be made. This same technique is used to hearing so inform the patient about his workout routine. The system is able to adjust the workout routines, measurement and interfaces according to the type of disease to be monitored. For example, a patient wakes up at 7:00 am, the time context based system immediately will be presented visually and hearing on the smart phone using the audio devices you have configured within your home, readings to be performed in the morning, in Figure 1 shows how the ontology model.
Next is describing the ontology components.

- **Person**: This entity corresponds to an individual within the system, which can be a doctor or a patient. If Doctor information related to their profession and their skills in the care of chronic diseases and to treat such patients will treat. In the case of the patient was taken as reference profile, the information associated with their illnesses, medications workouts routines, skills eating habits, among other risk factors. Likewise, there is control on measurements performed daily to monitor their conditions.

- **Time**: This is the time in which the patient interacts with the system either because it has an activity of a workouts routine and measuring some of their diseases. Time can be aimed at a particular time, a date or a specific period such as a medical appointment with a health specialist.

- **Devices**: These are mobile devices used to interact patient with the context. Within the information they provide is the GPS devices support, BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), the first location for outdoor environments and the second for indoor location and communication with audio devices that allow you to listen to auditory information to the patient.

- **Type_of_disease**: Refers to all chronic diseases with which the patient is connected, diagnoses, treatments, risk factors and others.

- **Type Exercises**: Corresponds to control the workout routines that the patient according to the kinds of chronic diseases that possess to perform.

- **Location**: is the location of the patient, in and out of your home, clinic or hospital. The system is able to adjust the location-based information, the GPS coordinates for this is taken in outdoor environments to indoor environments and works with BLE sensors associated with bedrooms, living rooms, bathrooms, kitchens, among others, such interaction is implicit and is achieved from machine to machine.

### 3.1 Architecture performance

The architecture developed operates under the philosophy of client/server in Fig. 2, it shows the distribution of architecture. Here are the features of the components of the server and client will be described.

- **Server**: The server consists of three basic components:
  - **Detector context**: is the component responsible for obtaining context information. The information is captured through the answers given by the web services that make communication available between the server, the database patients, types of workouts, illness and doctors.
- Reasoning engine: It is in charge of making inferences based on the contextual information provided by the detector context. Ontology used to make recommendations as workout routines to patients and inform that moment readings are at knowledge layer. These inferences make through OWL and SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)25.

- The server (Apache Tomcat), due to requests from web service is consumed naturally by the mobile client, which in this case is the smartphone of the patient, which makes applications according to the interaction that is being generated at the time with the context.

Client: is a system developed on Android 4.4, which consists of two main layers are the Visual Interface, which makes regular web server invocations, the presents on the screen as the event that requires the interaction with the patient, namely, a reading of blood pressure, blood glucose meter among others. In the event that is to take a reading, the search engine sensor is activated to acquire the data and inform the patient hearing that the readings and workout routines to be performed must be done. Meanwhile the doctor can check the history of the patients. Given the circumstances of the patient readings are outside the normal range, the system sends alert notifications to the doctor where he reports on the readings obtained by the patient.

5. CONCLUSION
The system developed patient monitoring based on Internet of things, is an alternative that can be used to help patients with chronic diseases. Likewise with this set of solutions the aim is to improve the quality of life of patients, not just monitoring them, but also to enable direct them to improve their eating habits and workout routines. The context model developed for the system proved to be efficient when making inferences related to the context, such as recommendations for taking measures through sensors, as well as recommendations and workout routines tips to improve the eating habits of patients.
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